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QUESTION 1

A large company uses Salesforce across several departments. Each department has its own Salesforce Administrator.
It was agreed that each Administrator would have their own sandbox in which to test changes. 

Recently, users notice that fields that were recently added for one department suddenly disappear without warning.
Also, Workflows that once sent emails and created tasks no longer do so. 

Which two statements are true regarding these issues and resolution? (Choose two.) 

A. A sandbox should be created to use as a unified testing environment instead of deploying Change Sets directly to
production. 

B. Page Layouts should never be deployed via Change Sets, as this causes Workflows and Field-level Security to be
reset and fields to disappear. 

C. The administrators are deploying their own Change Sets, thus deleting each other\\'s fields from the objects in
production. 

D. The administrators are deploying their own Change Sets over each other, thus replacing entire Page Layouts and
Workflows in Production 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

An end user reports that a Lightning component is performing poorly. 

Which two steps should to taken in production to investigate? Choose 2 answers 

A. Enable Debug Mode for Lightning component 

B. Print consoIe.log{} statements to identify where actions are delayed. 

C. Use the salesforce Lightning inspector chrome extension. 

D. Add a trace flag to the user who reported the issue. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) has enabled the translation workbench and has translated picklist values. UC has a custom
multi-select picklist field, Products__z, on the Account object that allows sales reps to specify which of UC\\'s products
an Account already has. A developer is tasked with writing an Apex method that retrieves Account records, Including
product_c field. 

What should the developer do to ensure the value of Products__c is in the current user\\'s language? 

A. Set the locale on each record in the SOQL result list. 
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B. Use the locale clause in the SOQL query. 

C. Use toLabel1 Products_c in the fields list of the SOQL query. 

D. Call the translate ( ) method on each record in the SOQL result list. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

An org has a requirement that addresses on Contacts and Accounts should be normalized to a company standard by
Apex code any time that they are saved. 

What is the optimal way to implement this? 

A. Apex trigger on Account that calls the Contact trigger to normalize the address 

B. Apex trigger on Contact that calls the Account trigger to normalize the address 

C. Apex trigger on Account that and Account that normalized the address 

D. Apex trigger on Account and Account that call a helper class to normalize the address 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer is experiencing issues with a Lightning web component. The component must surface information about
Opportunity owned by the currently logged-in user. 

When the component is rendered, the following message is displayed: `\\'Error retrieving data\\'\\' 

Which modification should be implemented to the Apex class to overcome the issue? 

A. Edit the code to use the without sharing keyword in the Apex class. 

B. Use the Cacheable=True attribute in the Apex method. 

C. Ensure the OWD for the Opportunity object is public. 

D. Use the Continuation=true attribute in the Apex method. 

Correct Answer: B 
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